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FADE IN:

SCENE 1 - CINGKUS HOME - EXT.

We start on black, and hear the beeping of a truck being 
reversed away from the camera.

We can see that it’s a rather big truck with a tarp on the 
back of it backing up to CINGKUS’ HOME. 

The truck stops and the DRIVER gets out, to knock on the 
door.

He waits a while and knocks again.

The door opens and both CING and KUS poke their heads out.

DRIVER
Special Delivery.

He hands a paper and pen at Cing and Kus.

They look at him blankly.

DRIVER (CONT’D)
Uh, I have a special delivery for 
a Mr. Jing...

They still don’t respond, and look at the driver with 
suspicion.

Then, Cing’s nose starts twitching and he smells a familiar 
scent.

He zips off to the truck even as...

KUS
I think you may have made a 
mistake there’s no...

Cing zips back and grabs the paper and pen from the driver.

CING
Yessss... I’ll sign for that...

He quickly scribbles and hands the paper back to the 
driver.

The driver looks at the signature. Cing signed his name and 
then scribbled a “J” over the “C” in his name.

Kus nudges Cing.

KUS
What you doin, mon? This is 
not...



Cing covers Kus’ mouth and turns to the driver.

CING
I guess you can just unload it 
into our house then.

The driver eyes Cing suspiciously.

Cing just gives a big broad grin, like nothing’s wrong.

The driver shrugs.

The truck beeps again as it moves closer to the house.

The back portion flips upwards.

A truckload of durians pour into the house.

The truck’s back portions drops back into place and the 
truck zooms off.

CUT TO:

SCENE 2 - CINGKUS HOME - INT.

The living room is filled with durians.

Cing and Kus pop up from under the pile.

CING
DURIANS!

KUS
DURIANS!

They toss a few durians into the air.

KUS 
How did you know what was in the 
truck?

CING
Because I’ve got a keen sense of 
smell like all cats do. I smelt 
the durians.

KUS
But the driver said it was for a 
Mr. Jing.

CING
You just heard him wrong with 
your inferior rat ears. He said 
it was for Mr. Cing.

Kus eyes Cing suspiciously.
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KUS
Since when do you get special 
deliveries of durian by the 
truckload.

Cing holds and open durian under Kus’ nose.

CING
You want one, don’t you?

Kus is tempted by the open durian, the scent wafting 
through his nose.

Then he shakes his head.

KUS
No. You do this every time. Why 
can’t you just answer the 
question or treat me with a 
little respect. You’re always so 
mean.

Cing isn’t really listening as he sucks the flesh off one 
piece of durian, and then smacks his lips.

CING
Mmm....

He waves the open durian at Kus again.

CING (CONT’D)
(teasingly)

Veerrrry tasty...

As he speaks, the smell is coming from his mouth and wafts 
through Kus’ nose. Kus is drooling again.

He tries to resists, but Cing puts more opened durians in 
front of him.

Kus relents.

KUS
DUUURIAAAAAANNN!!!!!

And they both start gobbling.

Shells flying all over.

CUT TO:

SCENE 3 - CINGKUS HOME - EXT.

We can hear them gobbling up the durians until...
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The house burps... complete with gas coming out of the 
windows.

CUT TO:

SCENE 4 - CINGKUS HOME - INT.

Cing and Kus, stomachs bloated, lie on a mountain of durian 
skins and seeds, all worn out from eating ALL the durians. 
They’re even struggling to speak...

KUS
That... Was... Awesomation...

CING
I... am... So... Full...

KUS
So many durians... Where are we 
going to throw all these skins 
and seeds?

Cing makes a sour face.

CING
That’s your problem.

KUS
Why is it my problem?

CING
I got the durians. We ate. You 
clean.

KUS
Why am I the only one cleaning, 
mon? You ate more than me.

CING
Because... Because...

(Cing struggles to 
think)

Because cats are too cool to 
clean up after rats. 

(beat)
And because I said so. Now go 
clean up this mess!

Cing starts rolling over the pile of skins and seeds.

CING (CONT’D)
I’m going to lie down.

He even rolls over Kus, who expels more gas that obscures 
the whole screen.

When the gas clears, we have...
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Close up as Cing’s face pops up, like he’s just woken up, 
and it fills the screen. His eyes look to the right and to 
the left, like something is not quite right.

When we pull back, we find that Cing is sitting on a pile 
of durian skins and he’s half buried in them.

SCENE 5 - GARBAGE DUMP IN SOME COUNTRYSIDE

(The countryside looks like some decrepit wasteland, with 
half dying trees, and blackbirds flying around, but will 
leave it to the designers to fully realise all that)

Cing explodes with anger and screams as the durian skins 
and seeds go flying.

Cing is then standing and fuming.

CING
That lousy rat threw me out with 
the durian skins. How can he do 
that to me. Doesn’t he know how 
important cats are?

He stomps off to the side, and off-screen.

He stomps back into view and stomps off in the opposite 
direction.

He then stomps back into view and stops in the middle of 
the screen.

He looks off in one direction and then in the other, 
scratching his head.

CING (CONT’D)
Where is that rat?

(beat)
Where am I?

He slinks off to one side and off-screen.

SCENE 6 - COUNTRYSIDE

We then see him coming over a gentle hill and he stops at 
the top.

He sees SIFU MONKEY sitting on a log and looking quite 
solemn, holding a staff like a walking stick.

Cing just pulls a face, and moves on.

As he passes Sifu Monkey...
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SIFU MONKEY
Wise man say, “Wanderer who 
travels without direction, 
follows moon during the day.”

Cing stops in his tracks for a moment and looks at Sifu 
Monkey.

CING
What does that mean?

SIFU MONKEY
(points to a big house)

That is where you find the 
answers you seek. 

The house is in a distance, and looking quite small. 

Cing scowls.

CING
It’s so far away, my feet are far 
too delicate to walk so far.

SIFU MONKEY
I will show you a quicker way.

Sifu Monkey snaps his fingers and while they are standing 
in one place, the background plate...

FLIP SCREEN

SCENE 7 - THE BIG HOUSE - EXT.

... Without really moving a step, Sifu Monkey and Cing are 
standing in the same position, but in front of the house’s 
main door.

Cing is looking up at the house.

CING
Wow. That’s handy.

SIFU MONKEY
Yes, it is called, “The Flip 
Screen.” It allows us to move 
from one place to another in the 
flip of a background.

(he leans to the camera 
as if talking to the 
viewers)

It cuts out boring walking scenes 
too.

Sifu Monkey pushes open the door and gestures with his 
staff.
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SIFU MONKEY (CONT’D)
Please step inside.

Cing goes in...

CUT TO:

SCENE 8 - CINGKUS HOME - INT.

At least, a much bigger, darker, slightly regal looking 
version.

Cing is walking through and looking around. Sifu Monkey 
follows behind him

CING
This all looks so familiar.

CUT TO:

SCENE 9 - A THRONE ROOM

Low angle to make it look bigger and more majestic. There 
is a high chair with a figure sitting in there, hidden by 
shadow. (It’s KUS.)

Sifu Monkey moves forward and bows.

SIFU MONKEY
Sire, I have found one that you 
seek.

Sifu Monkey uses his staff to push Cing forward.

CING
Hey... Watch it, you... You... I 
have a very delicate bottom.

KUS
(a little sinisterly)

Oh, yes... It’s not just one that 
I seek, it is THE One... The one 
who has made my life miserable 
for so long, and now he shall 
pay.

Cing squints in the direction of the voice...

CING
Kus...?

Kus stands and the light falls on him. He points a 
threatening finger at Cing.
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KUS
It’s Master Kus to you, servant 
mon.

(beat)
Put him to work, Monkey mon.

SIFU MONKEY
(bows)

As you wish.

CING
(sputtering)

Wha.. Wha... Wha.. I am a cat, 
you stinking rat.

KUS
No, mon, rats are cool who rule. 
Cats are fools who drool. You get 
to do all the work now and Monkey 
mon is going to make sure you do 
it.

SIFU MONKEY
No, I am not.

KUS
Oh, okay... Take him down to the 
cellar anyway.

SIFU MONKEY
Okay.

He uses his staff to tap the floor beneath Cing, and a trap 
door opens.

Cing is taken by surprise when Sifu Monkey whacks him on 
the head, and into the hole.

CUT TO:

SCENE 10 - VERY DIRTY ALLEYWAY

Cing falls to the ground hard, and flat.

A spatula scrapes him off the ground and flips him like a 
pancake.

Cing pops up and back into shape while screaming...

CING
What is going on here?

A big hairy hand grabs him by the throat, Cing gaks.
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The arm belongs to a rather odd mash-up of Jing and Kus 
(looking more like Kus, but with Jing’s voice and build, so 
we’ll use his name, but it’s up to you who’s voice to use 
in the end.) “JING” pulls Cing close up.

JING
I’m thirsty. Go get me a coconut 
drink.

Instead of Cing running off, “Jing” tosses him off to the 
screen, and a fearful Cing zooms back with a raw coconut.

“Jing” crushes the coconut in his big hand.

JING (CONT’D)
No! Go get a open coconut drink 
with the little umbrella and a 
flower.

Cing dashes off as “Jing”’s big fist just misses swinging 
at Cing.

Cing comes back (looking worried) with a peeled coconut, 
top cut open, a little umbrella, flower and straw, on a 
silver platter.

Jing crushes this too.

JING (CONT’D)
Too slow. Now, I’m in the mood 
for some Iced Tea. GO GET MY ICE 
TEA!

Cing dashes off and returns with a nice tall glass of ice 
tea.

Jing swipes it and gulps it down.

JING (CONT’D)
It’s too cold. Go get me coffee.

Cing dashes off and comes back (looking exhausted) with a 
cup of smoking hot coffee on a saucer.

Jing gulps it down and blows fire at Cing. Cing turns into 
a crisp.

JING (CONT’D)
It’s too hot! Go get me something 
cool.

Cing dashes off, and when he returns, he’s too exhausted to 
move fast anymore. 

Jing has his arms folded with impatience.
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JING (CONT’D)
You’re too slow. As punishment, 
you have to mop all the floors...

(beat)
...with your toothbrush!

CUT TO:

SCENE 11 - MONTAGE

Cing is mopping the floor, but with his toothbrush.

JING
Make sure you get those windows.

Cing is wiping the windows with his tail that moves like a 
windshield wiper.

JING (CONT’D)
There’s a pile of dishes in the 
sink!

Cing is in the kitchen, licking plates clean.

CING
Till the garden.

Cing is turning the ground by munching through it the way a 
tilling machine would dig through the ground.

(Add in to the montage scenes that has Cing doing stuff 
that he would normally get Kus to do, can’t really come up 
with stuff right now. It leads to...)

JING
Go dust down the throne.

CUT TO:

SCENE 12 - THRONE ROOM

Cing runs towards the Throne.

CING
KUUUUSSSSSSSS!!!!!
KusKusKusKusKusKusKusKusKus...

He reaches the throne and collapses at the Kus’ feet, 
looking pretty worn out.

CING (CONT’D)
(panicked and fast)

You’ve got to help me. You’ve got 
to help stop all these things. 
I’m a cat. A delicate creature. 
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I’m not made to do all this hard 
work. You know that, right? You 
know that cats are cool and nice 
and smart and they shouldn’t be 
using their tails to wipe windows 
or licking dirty plates clean...

KUS
Yes... you have been working 
hard.

CING
Too hard. 

KUS
And you want a rest.

CING
Oh, yes yes yes yes yes yes...

KUS
(pointing)

There’s a nice little seat for 
you over there.

Cing turns to see what was Kus little sack that he would 
usually sit on. It appears to reek of something as there 
are flies buzzing around it.

KUS (CONT’D)
And  you can have that after one 
last little chore.

CING
If it’s about the durians, I 
promise I won’t do that again. 
I’ll help to clean it all up.

Jing pops up from nowhere.

JING
Those durians were mine!

Cing cringes away from Jing, grabbing onto Kus.

CING
Save me save me save me save me.

Kus snaps his fingers and Jing disappears in a puff of 
smoke.

CING (CONT’D)
Thank you thank you thank you...

KUS
You still have something to do.
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CING
(he kisses Kus’ feet)

Anything....

KUS
Wash my butt!

Kus pokes his butt at Cing and points to it. Cing gags.

CUT TO:

SCENE 13 - THE BIG HOUSE - EXT.

We see the house from a distance. Cing is screaming and 
running from the house.

CUT TO:

SCENE 14 - MIXED LOCATIONS

Simply put, everywhere that Cing goes or turns, behind 
every corner, on every street, he sees Kus. Every person or 
creature he comes across is Kus. Each of them would show 
their butts to him.

So he goes screaming from everything, until...

SCENE 15 - CING’S ROOM

Cing wakes up screaming.

He’s on his bed, holding his blanket close, his eyes 
darting all over.

SCENE 16 - CINGKUS HOME - INT.

Cing pokes his head out of his room and looks around. The 
house appears to be cleaned of all the durian skins and 
seed.

No sign of Kus.

Cing cautiously moves over to his chair.

He sits, and sinks into the comfort of his chair with a 
nice long sigh.

There’s barely a moment to relax when Kus comes in. The 
moment he speaks, Cing panics...

KUS
Okay, mon. I got rid of all the 
durian skins and I’ll get the 
floor washed, but...
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Cing screams when he thinks he hears “Wash butt” and we 
barely see him zip out of the house, screaming away.

KUS (CONT’D)
... I don’t think...

(realised Cing is gone)
Was it something I said?

CUT TO:

SCENE 17 - CINGKUS HOME - EXT. NIGHT

Cing is running away from the house, screaming into the 
camera and the image goes to black (opposite of how we 
started).

~End~
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